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Name: ___________________________ __   Group: 404- ______   Date: ________________________ 

P&CP- British Regime Notes 7 
 

Chapter 3 – Power & Countervailing Powers 

Section 3: The British Regime (1760-1867) 

Part 7: Interest groups during the British Regime 

 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

• Important to remember when thinking about interest groups during the British Regime: 

– Throughout the British Regime  People are struggling with the British 

government/administration to gain political power 

– The French population is the majority during the British Regime  

– During part of the  British Regime  French Canadiens not allowed to be part of 

government because of religion 

– After 1791  Legislative assembly has no power because of the power of veto of the 

governor 

– Legislative assembly has no say in the budget (how tax money is spent) 

– British try to assimilate French by overpowering them in the assembly after the Act of 

Union 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The constitution and territory would change 4 times: 

• Royal Proclamation: 1763 – 1774 

– Assimilate the French 

– Governors didn’t always fully apply the Royal Proclamation 

• The Quebec Act: 1774 – 1791 

– Gain the allegiance of the French due to the American revolution  concessions 

• The Constitutional Act: 1791 – 1840 

– Satisfy the demands of the loyalists and grant an assembly 

– Governor holds all the power  VETO 

• The Union Act: 1840 – 1867 

– Assimilate the French and grant responsible government (1848) 

– Merger Upper/Lower Canada together  only 1 assembly  overpower French in 

government 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

• Catholic Church wanted to remain in the British territory to 

_______________________________________________________  was initially kicked out after Royal 

Proclamation in 1763 

• Had to help British keep order and obedience in the colony Like in NF  tell parishioners not to 

go against British government in the colony 

• Decide to _______________________________ (help) the British administrators (governors) at certain 

times 

– Not to join in on American Revolution 

– _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Example: 

• Monseigneur Lartigue 

– Rebellions of 1837-1838 

– __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

– Thought that the Canadiens would be better served if they chose other means to make the 

British government aware of their demands 

– Choose non-violence 

What demands did the Church have? 

• The Church wanted to be able to _________________________________________________________ in the colony 

 from Rome 

• The Church wanted to be able to __________________________________________________  a tax they could 

use to maintain church ‘infrastructure’  pay for stuff like repairs, food, build new buildings, etc. 

• The church could submit their demands in writing to the British government in order to influence 

the colonial authorities 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

• British merchants started to move into the colony after the Royal Proclamation in 1763 

• They wanted success/power in the business world and in politics 

• They were a very _____________________________________ in the Province of Quebec/Lower Canada 

• Held a lot of power  $$$ = ___________________________________ 

• Wanted the _____________________________________ of French Canadiens after 1763 

• Wanted full implementation of the Royal Proclamation after 1763  despite Murray’s strategy 

• Wanted the British government to make trade easier by 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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• Groups involved in the power relationships between the Government and British merchants in the 

colony: 

– _______________________________________ (like governor Murray) 

– __________________________________________  British merchants in Montreal 

– The ____________________________________________ and it’s members 

• What did the British merchants want and how did they get it? 

– Wanted the first governors to maintain the Royal proclamation in order to assimilate the 

French Canadiens _____________________________________________ 

– They DID NOT want businesses, trade or goods to be taxed by the colony 

– The merchants would use _______________________, opinion articles in __________________________ 

and _________________________ to influence the governor 

– The influence of the merchants did work (removal of Murray) & sometimes it did not (trade 

was still taxed) 

• After the Royal Proclamation  James Murray (1st governor) 

• Didn’t fully implement Royal Proclamation ‘rules’  POQ 98% French Catholics 

• British merchants complained to government in England  writing letter and signing petitions 

sent to the King in England 

• Result: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

• Groups involved in the power relationships between the Government and Amerindians in the 

colony: 

– ____________________________________ 

– ____________________________________ 

– _____________________________________ 
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• Aboriginal groups were often seen as ‘in the way’ of development in the colony 

• British General _____________________________ didn’t see the need to exchange gifts as a symbol of 

respect  Amherst thought that the First Nations people would have no choice but to except 

British rule 

• ___________________________ amounts of __________________________________________________________________ 

were provided to Amerindian groups in the Great Lakes Region 

• Land that was traditionally used by First Nations groups was being slowly settled by the British 

______________________________________________  

• After the British Conquest 

• Obwandiyag A.K.A. Pontiac led a rebellion against the British in 1763 because of the reasons 

mentioned on the previous slide 

• Wanted compensation for _____________________________________ 

• Wanted recognition for __________________________________________________ 

• The Pontiac Wars influenced in part, the Royal Proclamation 

• Part of the Royal Proclamation in 1763 included ‘Amerindian Territories’ 

• This was done to help ‘protect’ First Nations groups from the expansion of the 13 Colonies  this 

idea would not hold 

__________________________________________________________ 

• Players/groups that were involved in power relationships between the British administration and 

legislative assembly: 

– _________________________________________________ 

– Governor Gosford 

– Lord Elgin 

– Political parties 

• _____________________________________________________ 

• The Tory Party 

• _____________________________________________________ 
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• What demands did the Legislative Assembly make between 1791-1848? 

– ______________________________________________________________________________- 

• Remove power of veto from governor 

– __________________________________________________________ in Lower Canada  no more corruption 

regarding how tax money was spent 

– ___________________________________________________________________________  NOT appointed by the 

governor! 

• How did the Legislative Assembly try to influence the decisions made by the governor? 

– Adopting documents such as the __________________________________________ 

– Opinion articles in the _____________________________________________ 

– Refusing to agree on the budget proposed by the Executive Council 

• How did the governor use his power when dealing within the colony? 

– Appointing the Legislative & Executive councils 

– He could ____________________________________________________  call a __________________________ 

– He could _____________________________________________ 

– ____________________________________________ to ‘diffuse’ revolts  

– __________________________________________________ 

• How did the Patriotes and reformers try to influence the decisions made by the governor? 

– Asked the general population to _______________________ British goods  early 1800s to 1830s 

– Alliances with reformers in Upper Canada  even thought they were English  Lafontaine 

& Baldwin in 1848 

– ____________________________________________/assemblies 

– ________________________________ such as ‘Le Canadien’ & ‘La Minerve’ 
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• How did the struggle for power after 1791 play out? 

– Adoption of the ‘92 Resolutions’ by the Parti Patriotes 

– Rejection of the ‘92 Resolutions’ by the British Government and the proposal of the ‘10 

Russell Resolutions’ 

– Rebellions 1837-1838 

– Hanging of Patriote leaders in public 

– Act of union - 1840 

– Alliance of Lafontaine & Baldwin pressure the British government to implement 

responsible government in 1848 

– Responsible government granted in 1848 
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